On the Same Page - Sept/Oct
Benjamin Bac Sierra

Local author, educator, poet, activist & Mission District native presents *Pura Neta*, the long awaited sequel to *Barrio Bushido*. Sierra will be interviewed by Luis Rodriguez, author of *Always Running: La Vida Loca*

**Main Event - Sept. 30**
**Book Club**
**Barrio Bushido - Sept 28**
**Pura Neta - Oct 26**

---

Imagine—writing made with blood tattooed in books, the libraries which the conquistadores burned. In *Pura Neta*, Benjamin Bac Sierra gives us such a poetic work for our time.

--Maxine Hong Kingston, Author of *The Woman Warrior*
AUTHORS/POETRY/LECTURE

Celia Stahr
Frida in America
Oct. 21

An evening of
Viva Poetry w
Alejandro Murguia et more

Queer Brown Stories
Through Space et Time
Oct. 8

Roberto Lovato with
Ingrid Rojas Contreras
Sept. 16

Cuban Graphics in Bay Area
w Lincoln Cushing,
Oct. 20

Historia del Día de
Muertos w Calixto
Robles en español
Oct. 25
Youth Virtual Program Highlights

Programs en español

• Storytime weekly Thurs. @11am
• Chilean Family Cooking Class
• School Success Community Chat with SF Early Literacy Network

The Lucky Band, 9/23 @ 11AM
Latin GRAMMY Winners
Youth Virtual Program Highlights

Las Musas Panel with Aida Salazar, Rebecca Balcarcel and Reina Luz Alegre in conversation, 9/30 @5PM

Strengthening a partnership with The Mexican Museum
Amate Paper Workshop, 9/25 @3PM